
We are pleased to invite you to the first edition of "Silver Economy meets
Innovation" the conference aimed at companies, investors, institutions,
startups and entrepreneurs interested in Age Tech market developments and
opportunities, which will be held:

Friday, February 17th 2023
 

11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
 

Palazzo Camerata
 

Via Manfredo Fanti 9, 60121
 

Ancona
 

The conference, organized by AC75 Startup Accelerator, pursues the
accelerator's efforts to promote a culture of innovation and knowledge of the
Silver Economy, and aims to serve as a discussion panel among Italian and
international personalities and organizations actively engaged in sectors
interested by the demographic transition.



During the conference, the paper "Next Age: Startups and Innovation in the
Silver Economy" which collects success stories and innovation trends
reported by the program partners: Intesa Sanpaolo (main partner), IRCCS
INRCA (Istituto di Riposo e Cura a Carattere Scientifico) , UK-NICA (UK
National Innovation Centre for Ageing) , UNIVPM (Università Politecnica delle
Marche), SOSV Orbit Startup (International Accelerator) and AC75 SA will be
presented.
The Next Age acceleration program enjoys the support of the Municipality of
Ancona.

Next Age is the first acceleration program in Europe specifically investing in
the Silver Economy startups. The program was created at the initiative of CDP
Venture Capital and AC75 Startup Accelerator Spa and is part of CDP Venture
Capital National Accelerators Network.

The 2022 edition of Next Age has selected and invested in 8 startups, both
Italian and foreign, some of which are already collecting the first round of
follow-on and launching partnerships with corporates.

The call for the 2023 edition will close on February 28th, leading to the
selection of the next startups that will leave their mark in the Silver Economy
landscape.

The event will be held both in person and remotely: please register at this
link.

Go to the event program

For more information about the conference, please write to:
nextage@ac75sa.com

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/biglietti-silver-economy-meets-innovation-526626172057
https://ac75sa.it/pdf/PROGRAMMA_EVENTO_ENG.pdf

